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Check Out Our Calendar of Events

Political Issues

I urge everyone to become political activists now in order to preserve and restore our
freedoms. Our ways of life our being challenged from a variety of sources and if we do
nothing we will lose everything we hold dear. Here is a 35 minute speech from
President Biden. Speech Please listen to it in it's entirety. This speech is full of lies, or
to use our new euphemisms, misinformation or disinformation, concerning firearms
and the damage uniquely caused by AR15s. Apparently the bullets travel 5 times faster
than other rifles and disintegrate the human body on impact. I found these statements
interesting since I switched to an AR15 for hunting over a decade ago. In my testing I
found minimal tissue damage to the deer over my traditional hunting rifles. This abuse
of power by a President of the United States is reprehensible but not surprising.

How do you get involved? First, contact every one of the Politicians that represent you.
Tell them how you feel and that you will vote against them if they do not support your
current rights. Financially support organizations that lobby for issues you believe in.

Ballot Measure 114

As you are probably aware, there is a November Ballot Measure that will radically
change the lives of all firearm owners for the worse while accomplishing nothing
towards gang violence, public shootings or suicide prevention. This bill will require
you to have a license to purchase firearms, add a training program that is unfunded and
doesn't exist, will severely limit when and how you can use a magazine over 10 rounds,
will outlaw legitimate businesses and eliminates the safeguards against Government
abuse of background checks. Here are a series of links released by OASR and OSSA
about this ballot measure. HERE AND HERE OSSA OSSA Political page Please
review this information and consider supporting this cause. Another good resource is
OFF They are starting a separate PAC to defeat 114. I am sure there are other great
organizations pursuing this cause as well.

As I see it, if we do not Politically confront these attacks we will see further
degradations of society. I believe some of the Government rhetoric is an attempt to
instigate violence so they can play the victim. The Government will spend as much as
it takes to retaliate against any violence and will be all too happy to play the "Right
Wing Extremist" card. Do not be their "Useful Idiots". Get off your butt and do

https://arpc.info/cgi/calendar.pl?calendar=default&month=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-NfCFZj-3Q
https://www.ossa.org/uploads/2/5/3/2/25326702/ballot_measure_114_-_final.pdf
https://www.ossa.org/uploads/2/5/3/2/25326702/opposition_statement_-web1.pdf
https://www.ossa.org/bm114.html
https://www.ossa.org/oregon-legislature.html
https://www.oregonfirearms.org/stop-114


something proactive and legal to turn the tide.

Pro Shop/Office

The office and Pro Shop are open 10am to 5pm Monday thru Saturday.
The Pro Shop will be closed Monday, September 5th in honor of Labor Day.

Fall Gun Show

We are holding our Fall Gun Show and it is scheduled for September 24th and 25th,
2022 at the Linn County Fair and Expo Center. Wear your badge and get in for free!
We have over 400 tables of merchandise for your viewing pleasure. Hours are
Saturday, 9am to 5pm and Sunday, 9am to 3pm. Admission is only $10 for the premier
gun show in the Willamette Valley.

If you are interested in being a Vendor, please go to our website and click on “gun
show” under “info” or follow the link below.

https://www.arpc.info/docs/gunshow/Application%20Fall%202022.pdf

Print the application, fill it out and mail it to:
ARPC
29999 Saddle Butte Rd
Shedd Or 97377
 
We will fill open tables based on postmark date.

Fall Gun Show Volunteers

We are in need of volunteers to help facilitate the Fall Gun Show.
We need people from Friday morning to Sunday evening. This includes 2, 12 hour over
night shifts for Friday night and Saturday night. The daytime shifts are broken down
into 6 hour shifts. TO SIGN UP FOR A SHIFT: DO NOT CALL OR COME TO
THE PRO SHOP TO SIGN UP!!! Please send email frontoffice@arpc.info and
include the following information:
Name:
Phone number:
Please let us know which day(s), morning or afternoon and Position.

mailto:frontoffice@arpc.info


Thank you to all the ARPC volunteers.
We cannot hold this event without your help.

Hunter Sight In Days

Albany Rifle and Pistol Club will be open to the general public for 2 weekends in
September to sight in hunting rifles. The days are Saturday and Sunday, September
10th and 11th as well as Saturday and Sunday September 17th and 18th, from 9am to
4pm, with the last shooter being at 3:30pm. The cost is $10 per rifle and this includes
targets. This service is free to ARPC Members. Experienced club members will be
assisting each person during the sight-in process to make sure the range is operating
safely. Everyone must wear eye and ear protection. Safety glasses and ear plugs will be
available for purchase if someone forgets to bring them.

We are looking for a few club members to help at the Hunter Sight-In Days.
If you would like to volunteer for this 4 day event please email frontoffice@arpc.info
Name:
Phone number:
If you have a preference of Day, please let us know.

Destruction of your Property

Our range has recently been experiencing damage to our targets. Not once but twice
now, we have placed the 18" steel target up on the 200 yard range and it has been
destroyed both times. Once within the course of 12 hours and the other over a
weekend.
We've had willful destruction of a sign on a bay. The Archery Range Target Buts and
3D Archery Targets have been shot with broadhead arrows. Broadheads are prohibited
as they damage the targets and are a safety hazard to our members and staff. One
abandoned broadhead cut the finger of one of our maintenance staff while he was
performing routine maintenance.
Not only does this cost money to replace the targets but it also takes hours away from
our maintenance crews normal job duties. If you witness someone damaging ARPC
property it is your duty as a member to report them.



Updated Range Rules

Our Range Rules were recently updated. As always, please refer to our website and the
posted rules around the range for detailed rules. Here are some highlights:
1.     Golf balls are added to the list of targets NOT allowed on the Range.
2.     You are not required to wear your Badge when practicing dynamic shooting
(running and gunning) on Bays 1-12. You are still required to have it in plain sight for
identification by RSOs and other staff. Guests are always required to wear their guest
stickers on their person. This rule was modified due to safety concerns of a lanyard
getting hung up on a firearm or otherwise causing an unsafe condition. Please continue
to wear your Badge when not involved in dynamic practice. This rule does not pertain
to the rest of the range.
3.     Speaking of dynamic shooting we added an explanation on how to do so in a safe
manner (please refer to specific rules section of the Range Rules - North and East Bays
#3).
4.     We made the temporary rules on Bays 7 & 8 permanent regarding ground targets
and steel. This was caused because these two Bays are not aligned with the
Butte. Ricochets and bullet splatter can adversely affect other bays because of this
alignment. We lowered the risk by increasing the berm height, but it did not resolve the
issue. If the bullets all strike the retention berms the risk drops considerably.
5.     There are some other modifications as well and again we urge you to read the
complete set of rules on the website.

LEAD MINING ON THE RANGE IN AUGUST

We hired MT2 to mine the lead off our ranges and bays.
The mining is finished, they recovered 26 tons of lead.
Thank you for your patience and understanding of the main range and bay closures.

Letter from our Chief Instructor:

My Box Of Shame: The Holster Dilemma

Anyone who owns a gun for concealed carry, or for range use, or for competition,
should be familiar with the fact that we often end up with more holsters than guns! It is
just a fact of life. How and why does this happen? So, as always, I do not profess to be
a holster expert, but I have owned guns and holsters for over 35 years. For most of that
time, I have practiced concealed carry. Until you try the holster, you won’t know if it
works for you. Every gun may be a bit different, every human body has its unique
features, and where we choose to carry changes with circumstances. Some people are
able to return the ones that are a problem for them. But most, myself included, toss
them in a box. Over the years, the box gets bigger. So in this article I will attempt to
review some ideas about holsters.

Before we use a holster, we need to recognize that without a good belt, any holster
may be more of a liability than an asset. The belts are typically 1 ½ inch wide, and
stiff. I am not promoting any company, and there are many other great belts, but for
example only, go to the website for Kore gun belts. They are a reputable company with
excellent products. You can learn a lot about gun belts there. As I said, there are many
other excellent manufacturers. Women have difficulty with belts because many of the
slacks they wear may not have adequate belt loops, and often a large gun belt may not



be fashionable for the attire. Don’t worry ladies, there are many companies that focus
just on holsters for women. Just google it and you will see. 

The purpose of a holster is to cover the trigger. It is that simple. It is a major safety
tool. A loaded gun can be carried safely if the trigger is covered. There are different
types of holster material. Classic leather is excellent, but may loosen with use and age.
Kydex is a polymer that is the most common one in use today because it's versatile and
can be made for any gun. Then there are the nylon ones like Uncle Mikes. These are
only good for storing a gun, as the holster mouth may collapse upon attempts to
reholster so we advise against their common use for concealed carriers. There are ones
that combine different materials (hybrid), such as leather and Kydex together. Others
may use some type of foam or other backing material that mitigates the moisture from
sweating. 

OK, so are you still with me? Next is what type of holster, as in outside the waistband
(OWB), inside the waistband (IWB), inside the waistband appendix (AIWB), pocket
carry, ankle carry, bra carry (Flash Bang), thigh carry, belly band carry, pocketbook
carry, shoulder carry, inside thigh carry, and outside thigh carry. There are even more
types, beyond the scope of this article. 

Once you decide what type, then you need to decide about retention. This is not
intended for LE or military, where high retention may be required. For civilians, if you
turn the holstered gun upside down does it fall out? Is it easy enough to unholster on
the draw with a firm grip and tug? Does the release sit over the covered trigger, risking
negligent discharge upon rapid draw (older Serpa styles); these are not recommended.
Most people, especially the many instructors I know, nowadays are using a Kydex
AIWB carry because of its rapid deployment and ease of use. Caution, we require
OWB 3 o’clock carry for our classes due to safety concerns. 

Our classes and instructors can help you determine what style of holster and position of
carry is best for you. If you want to know more, sign up either for a class or a private
lesson. It is worth the cost, because holsters should not be comfortable, they should be
comforting! Don’t leave home without one…..

Jim Gallant
Chief Instructor, ARPC
541-740-7635

ARPC Classes in September

Safety & Skills Evaluation: September 1, 2022
Basic Handgun: September 4, 2022 Cancelled
Skills Clinic: September 8, 2022
Concealed Carry: September 10, 2022
Indoor Range Safety: September 10, 2022
AR Level 2: September 17, 2022
Trauma First Aid: September 17, 2022
AR Fundamentals: September 18, 2022
Handgun Level 2: September 24, 2022 Cancelled



Private Instruction: Times to be determined on an individual basis

October preview-
Cleaning Class: October 4, 2022

Coming in November
Low Light Handgun 1: November 21 & 22, 2022

Please check out our calendar for more information regarding our classes.

To register for a class please email classes@arpc.info

Basic Handgun

Our Basic Handgun class at ARPC focuses on handgun familiarity and safety. There
are no prerequisites for this class. The intent is to provide basic training for those with
little or no shooting experience and for those who want a refresher on the basics. We
have had experienced shooters with no formal training benefit from taking this class.
Basic Handgun is 5 hours and participants will need a semi-auto handgun, and 50
rounds of new ammo (.380 to .45)

Safety & Basic Skills Evaluation

This is a Skills Evaluation Test to demonstrate that you possess the necessary skill
level to bypass our basic classes and advance into Level 1 Handgun or AR Level 1
THIS IS NOT AN INSTRUCTIONAL OR A TEACHING CLASS!!

Concealed Carry

In this class you will receive the training qualifying you to apply for both the Oregon
Concealed Handgun License and the Utah Concealed Firearm Permit. We teach both
because the Oregon permit is limited to Oregon only, so travel out of state is
problematic. The Utah concealed permit covers 32+ states. What makes this course
unique is that we also provide the photo, the two sets of fingerprints, the application,
and an addressed and stamped envelope for the Utah license, so after class you can just
drop it in the mailbox. ARPC is a non-profit organization and provides this service to
the community by helping to subsidize the cost of this class.

Skills Clinic

The purpose of ARPC Classes is to ensure that you get the training you need to use
your firearm safely and proficiently. With this in mind, we are now offering a free
clinic that allows you to get additional training on one skill that was covered in the
ARPC classes that you passed. One Clinic per class please. 

AR Fundamentals

Our AR Fundamentals class at focuses on the modern sporting rifle (MSR) familiarity
and safety. There are no prerequisites for this class, as the intent is to provide basic
training for those with little or no shooting experience, and for those who want a
refresher on the basics. You may bring any modern sporting rifle (MSR), which
includes AR-15 style firearms and AK's, but please be aware that advanced classes will
be AR-15 (.223 or 5.56) only. AR Fundamentals is a 6 hour class and participants will

mailto:classes@arpc.info


need a MRS, 60 rounds of new ammo, 2 mags holding 10 or more rounds. 

Trauma First Aid

This is a First Aid Class that will cover common injuries but includes more on the type
of injuries you might see while participating in shooting sports. This is a hands-on class
and may use a pig’s shoulder as a teaching aid. As an added bonus, you will receive a
CPR, AED, and Basic First Aid Certificate Card at no extra charge. 

Cleaning Class

Shooting is fun, cleaning generally is not! But it is a necessary part of firearms
knowledge and safety. This class is intended for any firearm owner to better learn how
to clean their specific gun, whether it be a handgun, rifle, or shotgun. There is no one
correct way to clean, as individual preferences abound. The purpose of this class is to
expose the student to different methods of cleaning, from the use of solvents,
lubricants, gun oils, CLP, ultrasonic cleaners, air compressors, and don’t forget your
old toothbrush! Bring your gun(s) and learn from experienced instructors. Bring
whatever supplies you ordinarily use. If you have never cleaned a gun before or have
no supplies, no worry, this class will help you decide what you do need to clean your
gun. We will have supplies to borrow and use for students without their own.

Level 1 Classes

AR Level 1

This class is the next level above our AR Fundamentals class and will build on the
skills and knowledge covered in that class. The prerequisite is either ARPC’s AR
Fundamentals or our Safety & Basic Skill Evaluation. AR Level 1 will be 6 hours and
participants will need to bring an AR-15 (.223 or 5.56), 100 rounds of new ammo, and
at least 2 Mags holding 10 or more rounds.

Handgun Level 1

This is the next level above our Basic Handgun class and will build on the skills and
knowledge covered in that class. The prerequisite is either Basic Handgun Class or our
Safety & Basic Skill Evaluation. Level 1 Handgun will be 6 hours and participants will
need to bring a semi-auto handgun (.380 to .45), 100 rounds of new ammo, and an
outside the waist holster.

Cleaning Class - October 4th

Shooting is fun, cleaning generally is not! But it is a necessary part of firearms
knowledge and safety. This class is intended for any firearm owner to better learn how
to clean their specific gun, whether it be a handgun, rifle, or shotgun. There is no one
correct way to clean, as individual preferences abound. The purpose of this class is to
expose the student to different methods of cleaning, from the use of solvents,
lubricants, gun oils, CLP, ultrasonic cleaners, air compressors, and don’t forget your
old toothbrush! Bring your gun(s) and learn from experienced instructors. Bring
whatever supplies you ordinarily use. If you have never cleaned a gun before or have
no supplies, no worry, this class will help you decide what you do need to clean your
gun. We will have supplies to borrow and use for students without their own.



Low Light Handgun - November 21st & 22nd

Our low light classes are intended for primarily home defenders or anyone out at night
and armed. Our lead instructor will provide both classroom as well as range
experience. We have chosen a night with little moonlight. The demonstration and
practice drills will be both dry fire and livefire. The first night is classroom and the
second night is range. Different hand held techniques and weapon mounted lights will
be covered. This next class will be the level 1 class. We are planning a level 2 low light
class early next year, for more advanced skills teaching. Remember, never shoot at
something that you can not identify; never shoot at shadows, sounds, or shapes! When
there is a bump in the night at zero dark 30, what should you do? Come to class and
find out! 

Newsletter Classifieds Policy

All Sale/Wanted Items are on a monthly basis. If you wish to place an ad or have your
ad continue to run , you will have to inform us either by email (frontoffice@arpc.info)
or in-person no later than the 25th of each month. NO PICTURES.

Classified Section

FOR SALE:
Remington 700, .308, 26” barrel

Bell and Carlson fully adjustable stock, aluminum bedding, tan with black
texture
Detachable magazine with 6+1 capacity
Kenko 10x40 scope mounted with 20 MOA rail
Harris Bipod S-BRM bipod

 $1,900
 
Contact Michael at hinckleymi@hotmail.com

FOR SALE:    
Beginning Sept 18:

Stoeger Model 3000 M3K 12 gauge, 10+1 capacity shotgun. Fewer than 50 rounds
through gun. $500 with soft case (offers welcomed).

Stag AR-15 Competition Rifle, 5.56/.223, -w- Leupold VX-6HD (1-6x24) sight, 20
“stainless barrel, nickel BCG, Geissele trigger, Magpul STR stock, ERGO grip. Very
lightly used. $2500 with soft case and (2) 30-rd magazines (offers welcomed). 

DPMS Panther LRT SASS .308 $2000 with soft case, (4) 5-rd magazines, (1) 20-rd
magazines (offers welcomed).

Please contact Mark McBryde at mmcbryde@corban.edu.

mailto:frontoffice@arpc.info
mailto:hinckleymi@hotmail.com
mailto:landmmcbryde@comcast.net


                                                    
FOR SALE:
1:  Beretta APX full size 9mm. Black grip frame installed This pistol is used in good
unmodified condition.  Included are the factory case, 3 different sized backstraps, 3 17
round factory magazines and a 21 round factory magazine.  
Various grip frames in different colors are available $360

2: Beretta APX Centurion 9mm. Black grip frame installed. This is a used pistol with
very few rounds through it.  Included are the factory case, 3 backstraps, 4 15 round
factory magazines and a 13 round magazine.  The 13 round magazine is for the
compact size grip frame.  The compact grip frame can be purchased for about $50 and
easily installed which changes this pistol to a much more compact handgun increasing
its versatility. Other grip frames in both the centurion and compact size in various
colors are available $400 

Call or text Aaron West at 541-760- 2604
 

FOR SALE:
Springfield Armory 1911 Emissary 45 ACP, extra Novak plate for RMR optics, $995

270 Winchester Federal Premium 150 gr. Nosler Partition – 20
35 Whelen Remington 200 gr. Core-Lokt Ptd. Soft Pt. – 15
375 H&H Magnum Winchester 270 gr. Power-Point (S.P.) – 100

Winchester Large Rifle Magnum Primers (WLRM) – 461

Hodgdon Titegroup powder (direct from Hodgdon this year) – I have 4 lbs., would be
happy to sell (or trade) 1 or 2 lbs.

7mm Remington Magnum, Winchester unprimed brass – 40

243/6mm Nosler Partition 95 gr. – 50
243/6mm Hornady Round Nose 100 gr. – 50
270 Sierra HP BT 140 gr. – 100
308 Nosler Solid Base BT 150 gr. – 200
308 Sierra FMJ BT 150 gr. – 100
308 Speer BT 150 gr. – 100
308 Speer Spitzer SP 165 gr. – 100
308 Nosler Partition 165 gr. – 50
308 Trophy Bonded Bear Claw 200 gr. – 100
358 Speer Spitzer SP 250 gr. – 100
375 Speer Semi-Spitzer 235 gr. – 50
375 Trophy Bonded Bear Claw 240 gr. – 29
375 Trophy Bonded Bear Claw 300 gr. – 60

RCBS Case Trimmer with Collets 1 & 3, Pilots .28, .30, .35 (2), .37 – all NIB
RCBS Posi-Prime Hand Priming Tool – NIB
RCBS Shell Holders #4 (4), #7
RCBS die sets – mostly NOS (new old stock) from the 1980s and early 1990s.
243 Winchester
250 Savage
270 Winchester
7mm Remington Magnum



30-06 Neck Sizer
300 Winchester Magnum (2 sets)
35 Whelen

Too many items to price individually – in general, assume 50% of current internet price
for most; also interested in trading for Hodgdon Clays and Trail Boss powders

Contact Jim Baglien at jbaglien@gmail.com

FOR SALE:
12 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS
ESTATE 2-3/4", 1-1/8 OZ DOUBLE OUGHT (00) BUCKSHOT
  1325 FPS, 9 PELLET 25/BOX 8 BOXES $100/LOT, $12.50/BOX

20 GAUGE SHOTSHELLS:
WINCHESTER SUPER-X, 2-3/4", 7/8 OZ, #7-1/2 SHOT, 1210 FPS
  22 BOXES/25 550 RDS TOTAL $175/LOT, $8.25/BOX

MAGAZINES FOR SAVAGE 17HMR 90/93 SERIES RIFLE
1 EACH 5-ROUND, 4 EACH 10 ROUND BARELY USED, LIKE NEW
$100/LOT COMES W/ 45 RDS HORNADY AMMO, MAG POUCH

Please email to Marc Rocque at: rocquenroll33@gmail.com,
or text message to 503-551-3905
Location: South Salem

FOR SALE:
USED BRASS with primers and not polished
500 rounds of once fired Winchester 9mm brass - $15
2535 rounds of mixed 9mm - $63
470 rounds of 40 cal - $15

Call Jeff Penick - 503-701-6648

FOR SALE:
1940s M1 Carbine
I have a 20 round & 10 round magazine for this and 20 rounds of ammo
Great condition
$1,000 OBO

Springfield 03A3
Old milsurp, stock has some wear and painted '4' on the buttstock
Great condition, excellent shooter
$800 OBO

W.V. Steiger Thun Model 1869/71 Vetterli Bolt action
Chambered in .41 Swiss (rimfire)
$500 OBO

Winchester Model 70 XTR
Chambered in 25-06

mailto:rocquenroll33@gmail.com


3-9x scope Tasco included (Japan-made)
excellent condition
includes 150 rounds of mixed grain ammo
$1100 OBO

Late 1800s Smith and Wesson Model 1 3rd edition
Top break, 7 shot revolver

Contact: Cody O'Neil 
oneil911@gmail.com
360-270-8059

FOR SALE:
S&W Bodyguard .380acp w/ factory laser sight , extra magazine, pocket and belt
holsters, zippered case, original box. $325/offer (Buyer pays for background check)

4 1/2 boxes Winchester Super X 6.5 Creedmoor 129gr Power-Point $35 each

Hornady Cam-Lock Case Trimmer. New, never used. Adjustable in 1/1000"
increments. Pilots for .22, 6mm, .270, 7mm, 30 cal, 38 cal, and 45 cal. Uses standard
Hornady shell holders. $75

Call Dean @ 541-223-3040

FOR SALE:
Sig Sauer P365XL, comes with original case and handbook, Vedder Lighttuck iwb
holster with optic cuttout, two spare magazines with Magguts springs/followers
(reliably hold 14 rounds), and original Sig springs/followers.

Purchased new in Spring of 2022 and fired less than a few hundred rounds. I prefer the
regular P365 for concealment, and just don’t have a use for this pistol.

$625 obo. Please text or call me at (541) 801-9553. -Seth

FOR SALE:
CALDWELL LEAD SLED SOLO WITH BAG- USED ONCE $70

LEUPOLD MARK AR 30 mm INTEGRAL MOUNTING SYSTEM
NEW IN THE BOX $80

LEUPOLD RIFLEMAN DETACHABLE RINGS 30mm NEW IN BOX $20

223 REM AMMO

SIERRA BLITZKING 223 REM PRAIRIE ENEMY 55 gr. 3 BOXES OF 20 $14/BOX
FRONTIER WITH HORNADY 223 REM 68 gr BTHP MATCH 2 BOXES OF 20
$10/BOX
FEDERAL GOLDMEDAL SIERRA MATCHKING 223 rem 55gr. 3 BOXES OF 20
$16/BOX
AMMO INC. 223 REM 55 gr. BALLISTIC TIPPED NOSLER VARMAGEDDON 10
BOXES OF 20 $16/BOX

mailto:oneil911@gmail.com


223 REM AND 5.56 BRASS

1. 1400/.223 rem brass once fired - washed and decapped $10/100
2. 2400/5.56 brass once fired washed only $9/100
3. 700/5.56 brass once fired- processed-decapped, swaged, corn cob in tumbler, fl

sized, trimmed, chamfered inside and out, primer pocket and flash hole
conformed. $17/100

4. 218/.223 rem brass, once fired,processed - decapped,swaged, corn cob in
tumbler,fl sized,trimmed,chamfered inside and outside,primer pocket and flash
hole conformed, CCI 41 primers installed. $50

ANTHONY OTTOMBRINO 619-600-8136 LEAVE MESSAGE
mottombrino@gmail.com

FOR SALE:
Winchester AA 28 Gauge Reloads
I have 3 cases (30 boxes @ 25 shells / box) of Winchester AA hulls that are
reloaded with #9 shot. I reloaded these for skeet. $5.00 per box or $150.00 for
all three cases. Included with the sale, at no charge, are 8 boxes of 20 Gauge
reloads with #9 shot.
Keith Meyer 541-231-8487

Membership Account Access

We are utilizing QuickBooks Online to simplify the renewal and New Member
process. This is a simple and safe system to use. We will email you an invoice. With a
few simple clicks and your credit card information your dues will be paid. You will
receive an emailed receipt showing your dues are paid. You can also mail us a check or
pay in person. As an ARPC member you have access to your own section of the
website. In that section you can update your mailing address and email
address. Forgotten your login information? No problem. Just email the office and we'll
send a reminder to your email address that we have on file.

Friends of ARPC
Please support these businesses who advertise for us.

Badman Bullets
Thor Targets

Tick Licker Firearms
JNC Gunsmithing

 FIFTY1FIFTY TACTICAL
Shepherd Custom Arms

M2 Outdoor Sports
Northwest Self-Defense Education

Sportsman's Warehouse
Coastal Farm

Oregon Firearms Federation

mailto:mottombrino@gmail.com
mailto:office@arpc.info
https://www.badmanbullets.com/OnlineStore/index.php
https://www.thor-targets.com/
https://ticklickerfirearms.com/
http://www.jncgunsmithing.com/
https://www.fifty1fiftytactical.com/
http://www.sheparms.com
http://www.m2outdoorsports.com/
http://www.nwsde.com/
http://www.sportsmanswarehouse.com/
http://www.coastalfarm.com/
http://www.oregonfirearms.org/


G.A.S. Inc
Linn County Mounted Posse
Counter Strikes International

McCluskey Arms

ARPC
Website

About UsAbout Us 
Albany Rifle and Pistol Club is centrally located in Linn County, Oregon and consists

of six ranges. We are a membership club; however, we feature a wide variety of
shooting disciplines and educational classes that are open to the public.

Contact us to schedule a range tour. You'll like what you see. 
Office and Pro Shop Hours, Monday through Saturday, 10AM-5PM 

Albany Rifle and Pistol Club | 541-491-3755 | office@arpc.info | www.arpc.info

Copyright © 2019 · All Rights Reserved · Albany Rifle and Pistol Club and
Firearms Training Facility, LLC, provides this newsletter "as is" and makes no
representations, warranties or endorsements, expressed or implied, in relation
to this newsletter or the information and materials provided in this newsletter. 
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